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IRG Meeting #26, attended by delegates from China, Hong Kong SAR, Japan, Republic of Korea, TCA, Vietnam, US and Unicode (liaison member), has made the following resolutions:

Resolution IRG M26.1: Future meeting schedules (ref.: N1221)

Unanimous

The IRG #27 was originally scheduled to be hosted in Taiwan. Due to some IRG members may not complete visa application processes on time to attend the meeting if held in Taiwan, therefore majority of the IRG members vote to change the location of the IRG #27 Meeting to Hainan.

The IRG resolves to adopt the following meeting schedules:

IRG #27  Sanya, Hainan (China), 2006-11-27 ~ 12-1
IRG #28  Taipei, Taiwan (TCA), 2007-6-4 ~ 8
IRG #29  San Jose, California (USA) 2007-11-12 ~ 16 (preferred, needs to confirm with host)
IRG #30  Busan (Republic of Korea), June 2008 (tentative, needs approval from authority)
IRG #31  Kunming, Yunnan (China) November 2008 (tentative, needs approval from authority)
IRG #32 IRG is seeking host, June 2009
The IRG deeply regrets that the change has caused inconveniences to some members, and instructs member bodies to prepare/start visa application for attending IRG #28 Meeting to be held in Taiwan at reasonably advanced time.

**Resolution IRG M26.2:** CJK C1 Editorial Group Report (ref.: N1197, N1198, N1199, N1201, N1202, N1203, N1204, N1208, N1216)

*Unanimous*

The IRG accepts the report from the IRG Technical Editor (N1194) with consolidated findings of IDS checking and the Editorial Group Report (N1216) recommendations on CJK C1 work listed below.

- Drop the character (C1 number 08772) submitted by Japan from C1 candidate list (N1198);
- The input of D.P.R. Korea (N1201), Macao SAR (N1202) and China (N1199, N1203) will be discussed together with other characters in the works of CJK C2; and
- Reject China’s request (N1208) to include the proposed 1,183 G-source characters in CJK C1 set.

**Resolution IRG M26.3:** Proposal from China to expand the scope of the CJK C1 (ref.: N1219, N1220)

*Unanimous*

The IRG accepts the report from China (N1219, N1220) regarding expansion of the scope of the CJK C1 set for discussion. The IRG resolves to stick to the original plan agreed in IRG #25 Meeting, i.e. complete the review of the stable set of CJK C1 v6.1 characters.

**Resolution IRG M26.4:** Preparation for submitting the CJK C1 to WG2 (ref.: N1197, N1203, N1216)

*Unanimous*

The IRG accepts the documents from Japan (N1197, N1203) and resolves to speed up the compilation of the stable and mature CJK C1 set for submission with a view to be included in the Amendment 3. The IRG further instructs member bodies to provide the following to the IRG Chief Editor before **14 August 2006** as preparation for submission of the CJK C1 to WG2 (N1216).

(i) TrueType fonts of CJK C1 characters; and
(ii) Evidences to support CJK C1 characters.

**Resolution IRG M26.5:** CJK C1 Work Schedule (ref.: N1216)

*Unanimous*
The IRG accepts the recommendation from the CJK C1 Editorial Group (N1216) and resolves to finalize the CJK C1 and instructs its Rapporteur to submit it to WG2. A summary work schedule is listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Completion Date</th>
<th>Action item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006-06-20</td>
<td>The IRG Technical Editor distributes font format to Members’ Chief Editors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-08-13</td>
<td>Members’ Chief Editors submit CJK C1 evidences and TrueType fonts of the characters proposed by their own member body to the IRG Chief Editor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-08-27</td>
<td>The IRG Chief Editor provides a summary form with fonts and consolidated evidences to the IRG Rapporteur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-08-27</td>
<td>The IRG Technical Editor generates and distributes CJK C1 multi-columns code charts with sources to Members’ Chief Editors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resolution IRG M26.6: Work Schedule of CJK C2 and CJK D (ref.: N1216)

Unanimous

The IRG accepts the recommendation from the CJK C1 Editorial Group (N1216) and resolves to start work on CJK C2 after the IRG #26 Meeting. The IRG instructs member bodies to provide supplementary information for all CJK C2 characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006-07-10</td>
<td>IRG Technical Editor compiles the list of characters of CJK C2 (primarily characters in CJK C1 v5.2 but not in CJK C1 v6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-09-29</td>
<td>Members’ Chief Editors submit IDS attributes of CJK C2 characters of their own submitted characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRG Meeting #27</td>
<td>Starts working on the CJK C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRG Meeting #28</td>
<td>Starts the discussion on work proposal of CJK D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resolution IRG M26.7: Old Hanzi (pre-Qin) Encoding (ref.: N1213, N1214, N1215)
The IRG accepts the contributions from TCA and China with proposals and Old Hanzi collections (N1213, N1214 respectively). The IRG also accepts the Old Hanzi Expert Group Report (N1215) including definitions of data items, adoption of the ‘Old Hanzi Online Editing System’ to facilitate efficient review process and the proposed work plan with target completion date in IRG Meeting #32 in 2009.

RESOLUTION M26.8: Provision of CJK Ideographs source visual reference information (WG2 Resolution M45.33, IRG Resolution M24.10, N1216)

Unanimous

Action: member bodies, IRG Technical Editor

The IRG requests member bodies to provide TrueType fonts as source visual reference information of Extension B characters to the IRG Chief Editor and the IRG Technical Editor for compilation before 31 October 2006. The IRG instructs the IRG Technical Editor to prepare a draft list for review in IRG Meeting #27.

Resolution IRG M26.9: Response to WG2 (N1218)

Unanimous

The IRG accepts the document N1218 on proposed responses to the queries from WG2 covering the required corrections to source references and glyphs in FDAM1. The IRG instructs its Rapporteur to submit the document N1218 for reporting to the next WG2 meeting.

Resolution IRG M26.10: Errata Report (IRG Resolution M25.6)

Unanimous

Action: IRG Chief Editor

The IRG instructs the IRG Chief Editor to prepare a document on errata data format, posting and arrangement of the errata data with implementation schedule before IRG #27 Meeting.

Resolution IRG M26.11: Appreciation

By Acclamation

The IRG expresses its sincere appreciation to the hosts of IRG Meeting #26, Vietnamese Nom Preservation Foundation (VNPF) and Thua Thien Hue Centre for Information Technology (Hue CIT).
The IRG also expresses its sincere appreciation to Dr. Le Viet Dung, Mr. Ngo Trung Viet, Mr. Ly Quoc Viet, Mr. Tran Dinh Nguyen Phu, Ms. Nguyen Thi Thuy Hanh, for their excellent logistics, arrangements and hospitality.

The IRG thanks Professor Nguyen Quang Hong for his excellent service to IRG activities in the past. The IRG wishes him a happy retirement and welcomes his expert advice and contributions at any time in the future.
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